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Competitors, Coaches, Accountants, Officials & Guests,

Welcome to Nashville! We are so happy that you are here with us.

This year marks the 4 year of our Scott Hamilton Invitational, and we are thrilled that we have grown even larger this year with 45 clubs and academies participating. It makes me so happy to see how skating is growing everywhere, and that many events are showing record numbers.

We hope you enjoy every aspect of your time with us. We are very intentional in the way we do things at The Ford Ice Center and our wonderful skating club. We had the luxury of starting from scratch with our Learn to Skate program so we could create any program we wanted. The results have been amazing. From 4 skaters on our first session to 1,250 in our fourth year, we truly understand how to present and produce joy on the ice.

Now with our addition of SHARP for Sports program led by Kori Ade and her team, we can create a destination for anyone that desires the finest coaching.

This competition has become an event we aspire to be the best, most fun, and challenging competition in the region, with the hopes of it becoming something so much more.

Enjoy your time on the ice and skate your hearts out!

We are all rooting for you!

Scott Hamilton
Competitors, Coaches, Officials & Guests,

Welcome to Nashville and the 4th Annual Scott Hamilton Invitational!

We recognize and are so very grateful for the tremendous commitment on the part of our organizers, especially our own Jean Colello, Paula Trujillo and Chief Referee, Lynn Goldman. Your tireless dedication makes this event possible for our athletes and guests!

We thank the wonderful management and staff, running our home at Ford Ice Center. Your commitment to the Scott Hamilton Skating Club is second to none. We also thank Scott Hamilton for being our guiding light and constant source of inspiration!

A special thanks to the families, competitors, officials and coaches participating in this competition. Your hard work and dedication to bringing your best to the ice are why we’re here!

We wish everyone the best of luck! Enjoy your time with us, and be sure to come back next year, when our 5th annual Scott Hamilton Invitational will take place in our second home, the newest jewel in the Nashville Predators crown, Ford Ice Center, Bellevue!

Gratefully,
A. Michelle Thornbury
President
Scott Hamilton Skating Club
EAGLE SPORTZ
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THE SCOTT HAMILTON SKATING CLUB
WOULD LIKE TO THANK OUR SUPPORTERS!

SCOTT HAMILTON
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OFFICIALS

NASHVILLE PREDATORS
ORGANIZATION

SCOTT HAMILTON SKATING CLUB
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
& COMMITTEE CHAIRS

SCOTT HAMILTON SKATING
ACADEMY

Michelle Thornbury · President
Jean Colello · VP/Competition Chair
Will McCaskill · Treasurer
Leslie Geerts · Secretary/SafeSport Co-Chair
Laura Mitchell · SafeSport Co-Chair
Kelly Ramos · Hospitality Chair
Karyn Surbrook
Jennifer Toy · Junior Board Chair
Christopher Knight

Paula Trujillo · Manager, Learn to Skate
Kori Ade · Manager, Advanced Skating
Alexandria Laskaris · Coordinator
Monica Kennedy · Coordinator
Jackson Clydesdale · Intern

FORD ICE CENTER STAFF

Danny Butler · General Manager
Will McCaskill · Business Operations Manager
Andrew Ferrari · Event Coordinator
Manuel Medina · Facility Operations Manager
And the rest of our amazing
Ford Ice Center team!!

Debby Georges · Adult Skater Chair
Kim McPike · Membership Chair
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Scott Hamilton Skating Academy
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THE SCOTT HAMILTON SKATING CLUB
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Holiday Inn Express
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Another Broken Egg Cafe
WELCOME TO THE 45 SKATING CLUBS & ACADEMIES PARTICIPATING IN THE 2019 SCOTT HAMILTON INVITATIONAL!

ATLANTA FIGURE SKATING CLUB
AIR FORCE ACADEMY SKATING SCHOOL
BIRMINGHAM FIGURE SKATING CLUB
BROADMOOR SKATING CLUB
BIRMINGHAM FIGURE SKATING CLUB
BROADMOOR SKATING CLUB
CENTENNIAL SKATING CLUB
CENTER ICE SKATING CLUB
CHARLESTON FIGURE SKATING CLUB
COLUMBUS FIGURE SKATING CLUB
COOL SPORTS SKATING ACADEMY
CREVE COEUR FIGURE SKATING CLUB

FIGURE SKATING CLUB OF CHARLESTON
DAKOTAH FIGURE SKATING CLUB
DALLAS FIGURE SKATING CLUB
DEEP FREEZE SKATING CLUB
DIAMOND EDGE FIGURE SKATING CLUB
GEORGIA FIGURE SKATING CLUB
GLENWOOD FIGURE SKATING CLUB
THE SKATING CLUB OF HUNTSVILLE
KNOXVILLE FIGURE SKATING CLUB
THE SKATING CLUB OF LAKE PLACID
LANSING SKATING CLUB
LINCOLN CENTER SKATE CLUB
WELCOME TO THE 45 SKATING CLUBS & ACADEMIES PARTICIPATING IN THE 2019 SCOTT HAMILTON INVITATIONAL!

LOUISVILLE SKATING ACADEMY
FIGURE SKATING CLUB
OF MEMPHIS
MEXICAN FEDERATION OF ICE
SKATING & WINTER SPORTS
MIAMI SKATING ACADEMY
MID-SOUTH ICE HOUSE
LEARN TO SKATE
SKATING CLUB OF MT LEBANON
NASHVILLE FIGURE SKATING CLUB
NORTHERN ICE SKATING CLUB
PALMETTO SKATE CLUB
SKATING CLUB OF PHOENIX
PINES FIGURE SKATING CLUB
POINT MALLARD FIGURE
SKATING CLUB

SCOTT HAMILTON
SKATING ACADEMY
SCOTT HAMILTON
SKATING CLUB
FIGURE SKATING CLUB OF
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
SYCAMORE ICE SKATING CLUB
THOROUGHBRED FIGURE
SKATING CLUB
TROY SKATING CLUB
UTAH FIGURE SKATING CLUB
WAGON WHEEL FIGURE
SKATING CLUB
WINTERHAWKS FIGURE
SKATING CLUB
WOOSTER FIGURE SKATING CLUB
SKATING CLUB OF GREATER
YOUNGSTOWN
FRIDAY, AUGUST 2

100 HIGH BEGINNER GIRLS
EXCEL COMPULSORY

Olivia Abon · Lincoln Center SC
Yurika Yoshino · Lincoln Center SC

101 PRE-PRELIMINARY
GIRLS COMPULSORY MOVES

Scarlett Bradley · Scott Hamilton SC
Kendal Koziatek · Thoroughbred FSC
Neve Minor · FSC of Charleston

101A NO TEST GIRLS
COMPULSORY MOVES

Ainsley Bright · FSC of Memphis
Lauralyn Hickman · Scott Hamilton SC
Aspen Parker · Scott Hamilton SC
Mia Parker · Scott Hamilton SC
Clairmarie Stotts · FSC of Memphis

101B NO TEST BOYS
COMPULSORY MOVES

Noah Drews · Scott Hamilton SC
Liam Soto · Scott Hamilton SC

102 PRELIMINARY GIRLS
COMPULSORY MOVES

Zarah Belacic · Center Ice SC
Jessica Nicolaus · SC of Mt Lebanon
Rhiley Paskoff · Center Ice SC
Jasmine Robertson · Scott Hamilton SC
Mary Kate Strunck · Center Ice SC

103 PRE-JUVENILE GIRLS
COMPULSORY MOVES

Ashlyn Pomranky · FSC of Charleston
Alexa Webb · Scott Hamilton SC
Hasita Yalamanchili · Atlanta FSC
Jessica Yee · SC of Mt Lebanon

104 PRE-JUVENILE/JUVENILE
GIRLS COMPULSORY MOVES

Kennedy Boustead · Georgia FSC
Evie Inman · FSC of Charleston
Emily Li · SC of Mt Lebanon

105 BEGINNER BOYS/GIRLS
JUMPS CHALLENGE

Adel Al Ani · SC of Mt Lebanon
Ellie Kate Stewart · FSC of Memphis
FRIDAY, AUGUST 2

106 NO TEST BOYS/GIRLS JUMPS CHALLENGE

Kristen Berner · Atlanta FSC
Liam Soto · Scott Hamilton SC

107 PRE-PRELIMINARY GIRLS JUMPS CHALLENGE

Scarlett Bradley · Scott Hamilton SC
Emma Spring · FSC of Charleston
Clairmarie Stotts · FSC of Memphis
Rayne Summerfield · FSC of Charleston

108 PRELIMINARY GIRLS JUMPS CHALLENGE

Kendal Koziatek · Thoroughbred FSC
Jasmine Robertson · Scott Hamilton SC
Maren Saleem · Louisville SA
Mary Kate Strunck · Center Ice SC

109 PRE-JUVENILE GIRLS JUMPS CHALLENGE

Hadley Moser · Deep Freeze SC
Jessica Nicolaus · SC of Mt Lebanon
May Scott · Louisville Skating Academy
Alexa Webb · Scott Hamilton SC
Jessica Yee · SC of Mt Lebanon

110 JUVENILE BOYS/GIRLS JUMPS CHALLENGE

Adelia Azarkhin · SC of Mt Lebanon
Kennedy Boustead · Georgia FSC
Abigail Bradley · Scott Hamilton SC
Emily McDaniel · Atlanta FSC
Jared McPike · Scott Hamilton SC
Aniece Nelson · Scott Hamilton SC

111 OPEN JUVENILE LADIES JUMPS CHALLENGE

Emily Li · SC of Mt Lebanon
Jenna Yee · SC of Mt Lebanon

112 NOVICE LADIES/MENS JUMPS CHALLENGE

Quinlan Cyr · Nashville FSC
Madeleine Shaw · Lincoln Center SC
Jacob Wineland · SC of Phoenix

112A ADULT BRONZE MENS JUMP CHALLENGE

Panipak Kumgade · Diamond Edge FSC
## FRIDAY, AUGUST 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Number</th>
<th>Event Name</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>112B</td>
<td>ADULT SILVER LADIES JUMP CHALLENGE</td>
<td>Dawn Talkington · Diamond Edge FSC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 113          | HIGH BEGINNER GIRLS SPINS CHALLENGE | Ellie Kate Stewart · FSC of Memphis  
Clairemarie Stotts · FSC of Memphis |
| 115          | PRE-PRELIMINARY GIRLS SPINS CHALLENGE | Scarlett Bradley · Scott Hamilton SC  
Emma Spring · FSC of Charleston |
| 116          | PRELIMINARY GIRLS SPINS CHALLENGE  | Jasmine Robertson · Scott Hamilton SC  
Suhanee Sinha · Louisville SA  
Rayne Summerfield · FSC of Memphis |
| 117          | PRE-JUVENILE GIRLS SPINS CHALLENGE | Alexa Hapstak · Center Ice SC  
Valerie Mohrmann · Louisville SA  
Ashlyn Pomranky · FSC of Charleston  
Marem Saleem · Louisville SA  
May Scott · Louisville SA  
Alexa Webb · Scott Hamilton SC |
| 118          | PRE-FREE SKATE - FREE SKATE 6 DUETS | Eliza Hennon & Myla Turner · SC of Greater Youngstown |
| 119A         | PRE-PRELIMINARY DUETS              | Abby Payne & Alistair Zentgraf · Knoxville FSC |
| 119          | NO TEST DUETS                      | Ainsley Bright & Clairemarie Stotts · FSC of Memphis  
Daisy Howard & Kaia Johnston · Scott Hamilton SC |
120 PRELIMINARY
SOLO PATTERN DANCE

Daniella Converse · Broadmoor SC

121 INTERMEDIATE
LADIES SP

Maria Ayvar · Mexican Federation of IS
Adelia Azarkhin · SC of Mt Lebanon
Katie Beth Berry · Birmingham FSC
Logan Braden · Nashville FSC

122 NOVICE LADIES
COMBINED - SHORT

Georgia Bolocan · Atlanta FSC
Quinlan Cyr · Nashville FSC
Orla Desmond · Glenwood FSC
Triniti Fong · Atlanta FSC
Callie Goins · Georgia FSC
Kellie Lambert · Scott Hamilton SC

Abigail Bradley · Scott Hamilton SC
Sabrina Brewington · Scott Hamilton SC
Keirey Franzen · Dallas FSC
Ashton Lomicka · Nashville FSC
Emma Ogle · Knoxville FSC
Misheel Otgonbaatar · Louisville SA
Natasha Pincu-Burns · FSC of Southern CA
Lexi Popkin · Pines FSC
Madeline Smith · Birmingham FSC
Bailey Snead · Atlanta FSC
Megan Westphal · Center Ice SC

123 OPEN JUVENILE LADIES
SPINS CHALLENGE

Logan Braden · Nashville FSC
Evie Inman · FSC of Charleston
Emily Li · SC of Mt Lebanon

124 JUVENILE GIRLS/BOYS
SPINS CHALLENGE

Jared McPike · Scott Hamilton SC

125 INTERMEDIATE LADIES
SPINS CHALLENGE

Maria Ayvar · Mexican Federation of IS
Keirey Franzen · Dallas FSC
126 INTERMEDIATE LADIES COMBINED - SHORT

Maria Ayvar · Mexican Federation of IS
Katie Beth Berry · Birmingham FSC
Sabrina Brewington · Scott Hamilton SC
Keirey Franzen · Dallas FSC
Ashton Lomicka · Nashville FSC
Hailey McCoy · Northern Ice SC
Kaitlyn McGarigle · Atlanta FSC
Maisie Minnick · Lansing SC
Emma Ogle · Knoxville FSC
Misheel Otgonbaatar · Louisville SA
Natasha Pincu-Burns · FSC of Southern CA
Madelyn Polleys · Lansing SC
Madeleine Shaw · Lincoln Center SC
Madeline Smith · Birmingham FSC
Bailey Snead · Atlanta FSC
Emily Song · Georgia FSC
Erika Uchida · Louisville SA
Sarah Vincent · The SC of Huntsville
Avery Wilkinson · Atlanta FSC
Savannah Worth · Birmingham FSC

127 JUNIOR LADIES COMBINED - SHORT

Hannah Abercrombie · SC of Mt Lebanon
McKenzie Edwards · The SC of Huntsville
Sophie Flatt · FSC of Charleston
Peyton Huttenlocker · Lansing SC
Ali Neuberger · Utah FSC
Casi Reiser · Scott Hamilton SC
Dani Reiser · Scott Hamilton SC

128 NOVICE MEN COMBINED - SHORT

Luke Ferrante · SC of Huntsville
Dylan Wajda · Wooster FSC

129 JUNIOR MEN COMBINED - SHORT

Jacob Wineland · SC of Phoenix

130 SENIOR LADIES COMBINED - SHORT

Bow Bagley · Scott Hamilton SC
Ainsley Gossett · Palmetto SC
Nakira Kreofsky · Winterhawks FSC
Cierra Nelson · The SC of Lake Placid
Katie Ross · FSC of Charleston

131 INTERMEDIATE LADIES EXCEL

Madeline Drafall · Northern Ice SC
Brianna Hopf · Northern Ice SC
Jaimee McPike · Scott Hamilton SC
Jessica Westphal · Center Ice SC
132 NOVICE LADIES EXCEL
Megan Westphal · Center Ice SC

133 ADULT PRE-BRONZE/BRONZE LADIES FS
Jennifer Arnold · Point Mallard FSC
Jenny Hickman · Scott Hamilton SC

134 ADULT BRONZE MEN FS
Matt Koziatek · Thoroughbred FSC
Panipak Kumgade · Diamond Edge FSC

135 ADULT SILVER LADIES FS
Angelina Bardin · Diamond Edge FSC
Stephanie Peters · Louisville SA
Cindy Rhea · Scott Hamilton SC
Dawn Talkington · Diamond Edge FSC
136 JUVENILE GIRLS FS

Adelia Azarkhin · SC of Mt Lebanon
Abigail Bradley · Scott Hamilton SC
Isabel Cooper · Scott Hamilton SC
Cate Forshner · Louisville SA
Audrey Latham · Atlanta FSC
Aniece Nelson · Scott Hamilton SC
Lexi Popkin · Pines FSC
Ella Sizemore · Louisville SA

137 JUVENILE BOYS FS

Zachary Fogt · Columbus FSC
Jared McPike · Scott Hamilton SC
Alek Tankovic · Georgia FSC

138 PRELIMINARY

BOYS FS

Jesse Howard · Scott Hamilton SC
Jalal Karimov · Georgia FSC

139 ADULT SILVER LADIES

SPINS CHALLENGE

Stephanie Peters · Louisville SA
Dawn Talkington · Diamond Edge FSC

139A ADULT HIGH BEGINNER

MEN FS

Ronald Wilson · Scott Hamilton SC

140 OPEN JUVENILE

LADIES FS

Logan Bradey · Nashville FSC
Isabel Cochran · Georgia FSC
Evie Inman · FSC of Charleston
Emily Li · SC of Mt Lebanon
Jenna Yee · SC of Mt Lebanon
Maura Zaccagnino · Georgia FSC

141 PRELIMINARY GIRLS FS

Rachel Cho · Atlanta FSC
Abigail Geerts · Scott Hamilton SC
Alani Hayes · Scott Hamilton SC
Amelia Marsh · Atlanta FSC
Jessica Nicolaus · SC of Mt Lebanon
Julie Page · Miami SA
Maren Saleem · Louisville SA
Mary Kate Strunck · Center Ice SC
Alexa Webb · Scott Hamilton SC
142 PRE-JUVENILE GIRLS FS

Kennedy Boustead · Georgia FSC
Emily Brown · Atlanta FSC
Kayla Cash · Georgia FSC
Hannah Faulkner · Columbus FSC
Cristanne Goodwin · Atlanta FSC
Alexa Hapstak · Center Ice SC
Emily McDaniel · Atlanta FSC
Valerie Mohrmann · Louisville SA
Kayla Redburn · Atlanta FSC
May Scott · Louisville Skating Academy
Hasita Yalamanchili · Atlanta FSC
Laycee Yang · Louisville SA
Jessica Yee · SC of Mt Lebanon

143 PRE-PRELIMINARY GIRLS/BOYS FS

Leah Christiansen · Birmingham FSC
Lucia Gellert · Nashville FSC
Ellyannah Hayes · Scott Hamilton SC
Leanna Jones · Atlanta FSC
Anela Konijeti · Louisville SA
Maecyn Naidow · Wagon Wheel FSC
Abby Payne · Knoxville FSC
Jasmine Robertson · Scott Hamilton SC
Daniella Russo · Wagon Wheel FSC

144 NO TEST BOYS FS

Noah Drews · Scott Hamilton SC
Tait Light · Knoxville FSC
Liam Soto · Scott Hamilton SC

145 NO TEST GIRLS FS

Kristen Berner · Atlanta FSC
Scarlett Bradley · Scott Hamilton SC
Daniella Converse · Broadmoor SC
Aspen Parker · Scott Hamilton SC
Mia Parker · Scott Hamilton SC

146 BEGINNER GIRLS/BOYS EXCEL

Adel Al Ani · SC of Mt Lebanon
Kaia Johnston · Scott Hamilton SC

147 HIGH BEGINNER GIRLS EXCEL

Olivia Abon · Lincoln Center SC
Maddie Carver · Nashville FSC
Daisy Howard · Scott Hamilton SC
Yurika Yoshino · Lincoln Center SC
148 PRELIMINARY GIRLS EXCEL

Zarah Belacic · Center Ice SC
Alexis Hamilton · Lincoln Center SC
Neve Minor · FSC of Charleston
Izzy Ramos · Scott Hamilton SC
Kylie Roth · Scott Hamilton SC
Suhanee Sinha · Louisville SA

149 PRELIMINARY PLUS GIRLS EXCEL

Annika Mukherjee · Lincoln Center SC
Maria Nomikos · Glenwood FSC

151 PRE-JUVENILE PLUS GIRLS EXCEL

Brooke Derheimer · Sycamore ISC
Elizabeth Giltner · Louisville SA
Ashley Larson · Dakotah FSC
Hadley Moser · Deep Freeze SC
Rhiley Paskoff · Center Ice SC
Ashlyn Pomranky · FSC of Charleston

150 PRE-PRELIMINARY GIRLS/BOYS EXCEL

Ainsley Bright · FSC of Memphis
Abigail Doster · Atlanta FSC
Lauralyn Hickman · Scott Hamilton SC
Kendal Koziatek · Thoroughbred FSC
Riley Leach · Scott Hamilton SC
Izzy Mitchell · Point Mallard FSC
Olivia Nomikos · Glenwood FSC
Pratyusha Shanker · Scott Hamilton SA
Catherine Sims · FSC of Memphis
Emma Spring · FSC of Charleston
Clarimarie Scotts · FSC of Memphis
Rayne Summerfield · FSC of Memphis
Jaxon Surbrook · Scott Hamilton SC
152 INTERMEDIATE LADIES COMBINED - FREE

Maria Ayvar · Mexican Federation of IS
Katie Beth Berry · Birmingham FSC
Sabrina Brewington · Scott Hamilton SC
Keirey Franzen · Dallas FSC
Ashton Lomicka · Nashville FSC
Hailey McCoy · Northern Ice SC
Kaitlyn McGarigle · Atlanta FSC
Maisie Minnick · Lansing SC
Emma Ogle · Knoxville FSC
Misheel Otgonbaatar · Louisville SA
Natasha Pincu-Burns · FSC of Southern CA
Madelyn Polleys · Lansing SC
Madeleine Shaw · Lincoln Center SC
Madeline Smith · Birmingham FSC
Bailey Snead · Atlanta FSC
Emily Song · Georgia FSC
Erika Uchida · Louisville SA
Sarah Vincent · The SC of Huntsville
Avery Wilkinson · Atlanta FSC
Savannah Worth · Birmingham FSC

153 NOVICE LADIES COMBINED - FREE

Georgia Bolocan · Atlanta FSC
Quinlan Cyr · Nashville FSC
Orla Desmond · Glenwood FSC
Triniti Fong · Atlanta FSC
Callie Goins · Georgia FSC
Kellie Lambert · Scott Hamilton SC

154 NOVICE MEN COMBINED - FREE

Jacob Wineland · SC of Phoenix

155 JUNIOR MEN COMBINED - FREE

Luke Ferrante · SC of Huntsville
Dylan Wajda · Wooster FSC

156 SENIOR LADIES COMBINED - FREE

Bow Bagley · Scott Hamilton SC
Ainsley Gossett · Palmetto SC
Nakira Kreofsky · Winterhawks FSC
Cierra Nelson · The SC of Lake Placid
Katie Ross · FSC of Charleston
SATURDAY, AUGUST 3

157 JUNIOR LADIES COMBINED - FREE

Hannah Abercrombie · SC of Mt Lebanon
McKenzie Edwards · The SC of Huntsville
Sophie Flatt · FSC of Charleston
Peyton Huttenlocker · Lansing SC
Ali Neuberger · Utah FSC
Casi Reiser · Scott Hamilton SC
Dani Reiser · Scott Hamilton SC

158 JUNIOR LADIES FS

Erin Kramer · Louisville SA
Ali Neuberger · Utah FSC
Ravnn Thornton · Louisville SA

159 SENIOR LADIES FS

Eunyoung Hong · Knoxville FSC
Aimee Wagner · Knoxville FSC
**SUNDAY, AUGUST 4**

160 **ADULT BRONZE DUETS**

April Bardin & Panipak Kumgade  
- Diamond Edge FSC
Kendal Koziatek & Matt Koziatek  
- Thoroughbred FSC

161 **BASIC 1-6 DRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT**

Kinzleigh Crockett  
- Charleston FSC  
Julia Wisser  
- Charleston FSC

162 **SNOWPLOW SAM GIRLS ELEMENTS**

Lucy Johnson  
- Miami SA

163 **BASIC 4 BOYS ELEMENTS**

Mark Novak  
- Learn to Skate USA  
Ansh Talwar  
- FSC of Memphis

164 **BASIC 4 GIRLS ELEMENTS**

Stella Edwards  
- Scott Hamilton SA  
Shreya Talwar  
- FSC of Memphis  
Julia Wisser  
- Charleston FSC

165 **BASIC 5 GIRLS ELEMENTS**

Addison Adkins-Dangerfield  
- Charleston FSC

166 **BASIC 6 GIRLS ELEMENTS**

Kinzleigh Crockett  
- Charleston FSC

167 **ADULT BRONZE MEN COMPULSORY MOVES**

Matt Koziatek  
- Thoroughbred FSC  
Panipak Kumgade  
- Diamond Edge FSC
SUNDAY, AUGUST 4

168 ADULT SILVER DRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT

Angelina Bardin · Diamond Edge FSC
April Bardin · Diamond Edge FSC
Panipak Kumgade · Diamond Edge FSC
Dawn Talkington · Diamond Edge FSC

169 LOW DRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT

Brooke Derheimer · Sycamore ISC
Kendal Koziatek · Thoroughbred FSC
Julie Page · Miami SA

170 HIGH DRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT

Ryleigh Martinez · Scott Hamilton SC
Madeline Shaw · Lincoln Center SC

171 SNOWPLOW SAM GIRLS PROGRAM

Maggie Collyer · Scott Hamilton SA
Lucy Johnson · Miami SA

172 BASIC 1 GIRLS PROGRAM

Rosalie Griffin · Scott Hamilton SA

173 BASIC 2 GIRLS PROGRAM

Peyton Beard · Scott Hamilton SA
Piper Hampton · Scott Hamilton SA

174 BASIC 3 GIRLS PROGRAM

Emma Harris-Gibson · Scott Hamilton SA
Abigail Stewart · FSC of Memphis

175 BASIC 4 BOYS PROGRAM

Mark Novak · Learn to Skate USA
Ansh Talwar · FSC of Memphis
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **176 BASIC 4 GIRLS PROGRAM** | Stella Edwards · Scott Hamilton SA  
Shreya Talwar · FSC of Memphis  
Julia Wisser · Charleston FSC |
| **177 BASIC 6 GIRLS PROGRAM** | Kinzleigh Crockett · Charleston FSC  
Zoey Dhom · Cool Sports SA |
| **178 FREE SKATE BOYS COMPULSORY MOVES** | Daylin Dong · Scott Hamilton SC |
| **179 PRE-FREE SKATE GIRLS COMPULSORY MOVES** | Eliza Hennon · SC of Greater Youngstown  
Myla Turner · SC of Greater Youngstown |
| **180 PRE-FREE SKATE GIRLS PROGRAM** | Hadley Carr · Miami SA  
Ellie Edwards · Mid-South Ice House LTS  
Eliza Hennon · SC of Greater Youngstown  
Sage Levinson · Scott Hamilton SA  
Myla Turner · SC of Greater Youngstown |
| **181 FREE SKATE 1 GIRLS/BOYS PROGRAM** | Maria Alii · Cool Sports SA  
Daylin Dong · Scott Hamilton SC  
Isabel Johnson · Miami SA |
| **182 FREE SKATE 2 GIRLS PROGRAM** | Molly Payne · Knoxville FSC  
Ellie Kate Stewart · FSC of Memphis |
| **183 FREE SKATE 5 BOYS PROGRAM** | Addison Adkins-Dangerfield · Charleston FSC |
184 COMPETE USA LIGHT ENTERTAINMENT

Maddie Carver · Nashville FSC
Kinzleigh Crockett · Charleston FSC
Isabel Johnson · Miami SA
Mark Novak · Learn to Skate USA
Molly Payne · Knoxville FSC

185 NO TEST LIGHT ENTERTAINMENT

Noah Drews · Scott Hamilton SC
Alexis Hamilton · Lincoln Center SC
Tait Light · Knoxville FSC
Catherine Sims · FSC of Memphis
Clairmarie Sotts · FSC of Memphis

186 LOW LIGHT ENTERTAINMENT

Julie Page · Miami Skating Academy
Abby Payne · Knoxville FSC

187 HIGH LIGHT ENTERTAINMENT

Emily Brown · Atlanta FSC
Ashley Larson · Dakotah FSC
Adrianna Toy · Scott Hamilton SC

188 ADULT SILVER LIGHT ENTERTAINMENT

Angelina Bardin · Diamond Edge FSC
April Bardin · Diamond Edge FSC
Dawn Talkington · Diamond Edge FSC
Tickets on sale now at ticketmaster

To become a sponsor for this signature benefit, contact Karri.Morgan@ScottCARES.org or 844.Scott84